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What is Design Thinking?
Based on design procedures
Design Thinking originates from working processes and organizing principles related to designing. It has been adapted and
applied to other fields although there is not yet a fixed definition of Design Thinking today. Hence, it is rather a way of
thinking than a set program.
Focus on innovation and a user-centered approach
Understanding the habits, culture, social context and motivation of users is crucial. Thus, the user and her needs are at the
center of the Design Thinking process. To reach a somewhat
complete understanding, participants must become immersed
in the users’ world(s) via a variety of tools and processes. From
this standpoint on innovative ideas can be created.

Interdisciplinary teams and collaboration
Various stakeholders with different backgrounds participate in
Design Thinking processes. They all should contribute by creating a common language and exchanging thoughts and ideas
to co-create new products or services. A good team process
requires knowing the role(s) you play on your team, the rules of
engagement and assessing your own strengths and weaknesses.
Evidencing
Design Thinking is based on evidence. Opinions, facts, and
trends are processed before developing ideas. Once you create a solution, you again test it with a prototype and revise the
solution if necessary. This way you are constantly engaged in a
dynamic to adjust the results and redo the processes.
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What is Design Thinking?
Co-creating new ideas
In order to co-create successfully, participants need to be able
to express their thoughts and accept different perspectives.
Rather than focus on a single idea, the Design Thinking approach harnesses the individual input from the team members
to produce an array of ideas which may be dismissed or further
developed as a group.
Sequencing and iterative processes
The Design Thinking process works in repeatable sequences
within a specified itinerary. Thus, the participants are set in a
frame which can be interpreted as loose – because of the
possibility of various loops – or fixed – because of this
predefined route.

< Back to Content

Identify unused potential/A holistic approach
Design Thinking enforces a holistic way of thinking. This ideal can be approximated by sequencing the various aspects of
research, creation, and evaluation of ideas/products which together form a whole. Thus, by analyzing the problems deeply
in the various stages, the Design Thinking process creates opportunities to identify unused potential and create unanticipated solutions to formerly unknown problems.
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Design Thinking Process
A Design Thinking process usually starts with a challenge
which gives focus and direction. There are several different approaches to structure a Design Thinking process whereas we
are working with four different interconnected phases:

need
analysis

Explore:
The phase on exploration helps to get to know the users and
their needs. Here you also develop important insights into unsolved problems based on analysis.
Create:
In the phase dedicated to creation, you design solutions to
the identified problems. In addition to formulating hypotheses
about problems to be solved, you also conceptualize and organize them.
Prototype:
The prototyping phase awakens your haptic creative part that
favors kinesthetic and tactile communication by introducing actual prototypes to implement your hypothetical solutions.
Evaluate:
The evaluation phase is reserved for testing the prototype and
evaluating how well it worked with the users. This is also the
starting point for changes that can begin the process anew to
improve and/or to redevelop ideas.
< Back to Content

test and
evaluation

conception
and design

implementation
and introduction
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Challenge
unknown/open-ended
real life problem
complex and/or
tricky problem

Characteristics

ﬁts to the targeted user group

problem that needs
clariﬁcation/ shaping

decided by the group

considers the possible constraints,
e.g realistic for the workshop frame
recognizes the situation
behind the problem

< Back to Content
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Mindset
ly
l
a
u
s
i
v
k
r
wo

only one
person speaks at a time

encourage WILD ideas

Working Culture
go for quantity

fail often.
fail fast.
fail cheap.

stay on topic
error culture,
not zero tolerance
build on the ideas of others
don’t be a perfectionist (Pareto principle)
80:20 rule (result:effort)
< Back to Content
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Mindset

< Back to Content
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Working Mode
Use sticky notes!

Keep your eye on the clock!

Sticky notes – available in different sizes, shapes and colors –
help you to share your thoughts within the team and visualize
knowledge. Use them to bundle information as chunks, each
on one sticky note. They are flexible and re-arrangeable so the
team does not always have to write new notes, but can transform the old ones into a new scheme.

Diamonds are created under pressure. Without time pressure,
you may work less effectively. Keeping time forces the group to
work more intensely, make decisions, or even have a creative
coffee break while talking with other teams.

• Minimum 2, maximum 5 words on one sticky note
• Draw & write
• Everyone writes & draws, not just the one with the most beautiful handwriting
• Capital letters are easier to read

< Back to Content

• One hour is the longest time unit
• Larger steps have to be broken down into manageable smaller units
• Simple and visual clocks, that show the countdown are the
best
• Decide according to the group how strict you want to keep
the time schedule (tight, semi-open, loose)
• Also consider creating time for reflection
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Working Mode
Warm-up games

Group work

• People Bingo
• Spaghetti Marshmallow Challenge
• Newspaper Bridge Challenge
• Jump-In, Jump-Out
• Robot Game
• etc.

• Individual work (Let the introverted speak!)
• Group work (alternate groups if possible)
• Workshop auditorium (instruction and feedback)
• Wider auditorium (e.g. for prototype presentations)
• Expect group dynamics

Team effectiveness

forming

re-norming
storming
norming

performing
adjourning
mourning

time

< Back to Content

Source: Tuckman, B. (1965). Developmental sequence in small groups.
American Psychological Association. Psychological Bulletin, 63(6), 384–399.
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Working Mode
Decision making

Feedback to end the day

• Dot-voting
• Discussion
• Democratic decision
• Nonlinear voting (e.g. Fibonacci weighting)
• Scaling according to different dimensions

• Clustering: keep, kill, try, learn
• Clustering: positive, negative, important
• Flashlight (ball & circle)
• In line (yes vs. no)
• Out of group visits

< Back to Content
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Design Thinking and Teaching
Why establish
Design Thinking
in educational system?

Develop Design Thinking
competencies

• All forms of cognitive activities are present (remembering,
understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating)
• Challenging real world problems
• Design is central in an increasingly artificial world
• Knowledge transfer is shifting to knowledge production
• Improvement of creative and adaptive capacities

• Skills for locating resources
• Undertaking iterative design circles
• Designing for innovation
• Persistence and adaptation
• Knowledge of patterns across design problems
• Knowledge of roles in a team

< Back to Content
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Design Thinking and Teaching
Effects on students

Teacher’s perspective

• Multiplicity of approaches: Cognitive, metacognitive,
socio-cultural, productivity, technological approaches
• No prescribed set of knowledge and skill plans > interdisciplinary learning
• Building dispositions for complex problem solving

• Reasoning processes that are being used to formulate lesson
strategies
• Fostering peer collaboration: shifting from didactic-oriented
material to constructivist-oriented material
• Design a design experience as critical competency for
teachers

< Back to Content
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Design Thinking and Teaching
Useful tips to start Design Thinking
with students
• Introduce the audience to Design Thinking using one of the
DT schemes (e.g. see pages 6 “Design Thinking Process”, 18
“Method Overview” and the images shown below, the Double Diamond or the d.school Design Thinking Process, etc.)
• Visualise and explain at which point you are in the workshop
process

< Back to Content

• Explain methods using fitting examples, visuals or a workbook
• Create a wall displaying Design Thinking principles and team
work rules and always set the focus on it
• Take enough time for each phase, especially do not shorten
the Explore phase
• Don’t be afraid of using iterations and jumping back
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Design Thinking and Teaching
Choose an appropriate challenge

Challenge examples

In order to start with a working challenge you should look for a
specific and intentional problem to challenge. Formulate your
challenge according to your state of knowledge and related hypothesises. It´s possible to challenge distinct, specific
challenges you´ve noticed in daily or working life as well as
questions which are more general and unspecific. What have
you noticed during the last weeks or months that should be
changed? Or change your perspective and reflect about what
you wish for? Try to be as specific as possible when you feel
comfortable with your hypothesis.

How might we create a 21st century learning experience at
our university?

In the following you should reframe the problem where you
want to see change and create a challenge that opens opportunities rather than builds barriers. Be flexible at the beginning
as you might want to reframe and specify your choosen challenge again during the process within the team.
“We can’t solve problems
by using the same kind of thinking
we used when we created them.”

< Back to Content

How might my seminar room be redesigned to better meet my
students’ needs?

This is the exemple
challenge that we will
use throughout the
ebook.

How might we redesign our approach to curriculum development and delivery to center around the needs and desires of
our teachers and students?
How might we redesign our university to elevate student engagement and academic outcomes?
How might we engage students more deeply in reading?
How might we support a more well-rested campus?
See also page 7 on characteristics of Design Thinking
challenges.
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Design Thinking and Teaching
Recommended Literature
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Overview Phases & Methods

Explore

Create

Prototype

Evaluate

What can the team discover
about the challenge and the
users affected by it?

How can the team create a
useful idea that might solve
the challenge?

How can the team represent
the idea in a haptic format
so that the solution can be
tested?

How well did the prototype
of the solution resonate with
the users affected by the
challenge?

Research Mindmap
Who? What? How? Why?
Stakeholder Map
Interview
Persona
User Motivation Analysis
Customer Journey
Value Proposition Canvas
How might we... to solve...

Brain Storming
Brain Writing
Kill your Idea
Interview
Matrix Scale
Send a Postcard

What is a prototype?
How does a prototype look?
Prototype: Papercraft
Prototype: LEGO
Prototype: Storyboard
Prototype: Video
Prototype: Wireframing

Test Grid Planning
Interview
Brain Storming
How might we... to solve...

< Back to Content
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Explore
Research Mindmap

User Motivation Analysis

Who? What? How? Why?

Customer Journey

Stakeholder Map

Value Proposition Canvas

Interview

How might we... to solve...

Sort and visualize knowledge

Spot on the situations when the challenge appears

Identify stakeholders and visualize their connections

Get to know the users

Extract needs and obstacles from the collected data about the
user
Shows processes and reveals improvements

Identify the needs of the user

Connect the challenge, the user and a possible solution

Persona

Get a holistic impression of the user

< Back to Content
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Research Mindmap
Sort and visualize knowledge

Benefit

Tips

The research mindmap is a method to sort (un)known knowledge, visualize it, and simultaneously consider “the big picture”. It can be used as a starting point to divide the initial
challenge into manageable research fields for revealing opportunities.

• This tool is useful for developing a common language in interdisciplinary projects.
• It helps to define a starting point in any project.
• Do not spend too much time on this tool since more mental
energy will be needed later.
• You may prepare a template for this method to collect knowledge as a preparation for a workshop meeting.

All team members can contribute their individual knowledge
and harmonize their language and terminology. The research
mindmap can be extended at any time and serves as a reference point for further research.

Description

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Templates
Marker
Sticky Notes

All the terms relating to the challenge are collected and sorted
in clusters of known/unknown terms (see Template 1). These
serve as the knowledge basis for finding different associations
and categories for the underlined topics on Template 2 for the
question, “How can we find/design a solution for user groups
without the previous obstacles?” In the next step, the associations are found and then categorized, and finally prioritized.
The results help the team to decide where to start with the exploration and on which solution/user group/obstacle to focus
(see Template 3).
< Back to Content
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Research Mindmap 1
KNOWN
KNOWNS

UNKNOWN
KNOWNS
> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Things we
don’t know
we know
-+

Things we
know we
know
++

KNOWN
UNKNOWNS

UNKNOWN
UNKNOWNS

Things we
know we
don’t know
+-

< Back to Content

Things we
don’t know we
don’t know
--
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Research Mindmap 2
“How can we find a solution for user groups without the previous obstacles?”

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

associations & categories

associations & categories

associations & categories

• local student
learning spaces
• internship program
to get a first
impression of future
requirements
• further education
in digital teaching
methods
• Online platform for
interaction

•
•
•
•

• formalized
structures
• technical
orientation of
universities
• no money for new
equipment
• students not willing
to go beyond limited
framework
• teacher has no time

< Back to Content

students
parents
administrators
teachers
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Research Mindmap 3
1. Online platform for
interaction
2. local student
learning spaces
3. further education
in digital teaching
methods
4. internship program
to get a first
impression of further
requirements

< Back to Content

1. students
2. teachers
3. administrators
4. parents

1. students not willing
to go beyond limited
framework

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

2. formalized
structures
3. technical
orientation of
universities
4. no money for new
equipment
5. teacher has no time
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Who? What? How? Why?
Describe and interpret the user situation and motivation

Benefit

Tips

This method helps to understand the user situation. It is a
means to discover relevant and potentially hidden user problems. The basis for this information is an exact user observation.

• Use “I see that…” phrases for “what”.
• The template helps to collect, order and interpret the observations made.
• You may double check your findings/assumptions with interviews. See page 29 on interviews.
• “What” and “how” may be used in one category. “How” then
describes circumstances and hidden processes.
• Use several templates in case of more than one user group.

Description
You should describe the visible elements of user actions with
this method and possibly derive how this influences the emotional state of the user – is it positive or negative? Have a look
at the users and observe who does what in which way and
why? For observation using phrases like “I see that…” helps
to identify the visible actions of the user. It may also be of assistance to actually talk with the target group. Regarding the
point of motivation (why) you have to make assumptions.
These assumptions can be the starting point for new observations. You should interpret the motives and even try to discover
hidden motives behind the actions of the user.

< Back to Content

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Sticky Notes
Marker
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Who? What? How? Why?
Who?

EXTERNAL

internal

Who is acting as a user?

What?

What exactly is the user
doing?

How?

How does the person do it?
How does the user proceed?

Why?

Why does the person do this?
In what ways is the user motivated?
How is the user driven?

Students

Collecting credits
Instrumental learning

Doing the minimum

No trust in themselves &
system’s reliability

Teachers

Delivering knowledge
Training skills attitudes

Doing just the duty
Handling priority (system
requirements)

No time to meet
unrealistic demands

Researchers

Publish or perish
Difficult to find grants

Redundant activities

No freedom in choosing
research problems
No publication no grants

Administrators

Bureaucracy
Monetarize
research + teaching

Being bureaucratic (rules
and sustainability)

Low funding & excessive
rules

Parents

Investing in future

Being overprotective

Demographic trend
improved quality of life

Employers

Finding adequate
candidates/employees

Outside of education
system

Formal cooperation

< Back to Content

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
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Stakeholder Map
Identify stakeholders and visualize their connections

Benefit

Tips

By using the Stakeholder Map tool, all the stakeholders who
are involved in the problem or affected by it will be identified
and visualized for a better overview. This will help to develop a
solution for the problem/challenge by describing not only the
stakeholders but also their connections and (inter)dependencies.

• The Stakeholder Map is a flexible system with several iterations so you may need to return to the beginning of the process and extend the list of stakeholders.
• The team should decide how to arrange the Stakeholder
Map based on the number of stakeholders and connections.
To keep track of the connections, you can connect the stakeholders with string or by drawing lines.
• Sometimes it can be helpful to draw a mini version of the
map for the more relevant stakeholders to find more detailed
insight.

Description
First, the team must create a list of all the stakeholders. These
can be individuals, institutions, companies or groups that are
somehow important for the whole project. After that, it is important to get to know the stakeholders a bit better by filling
out an information sheet (see Template 1). Hang these information sheets on a wall for a better overview. Next step the team
analyzes each individual connection between two stakeholders on Template 2. For every connection a separate template
has to be completed. All the stakeholders and their connections will generate the completed Stakeholder Map. Finally,
assumptions can be generated from the connections between
the stakeholders by completing the categories on Template 2.
Formulated as questions, these assumptions will help to follow
through in the next tools to be applied.
< Back to Content

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Templates
Marker
Sticky Notes
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Stakeholder Map 1
Stakeholder:

student
> Empty Template

Basic facts:

Biggest Motivator:

Personal interests:

Self-perception:

Rules the stakeholder has to follow:

> Explore Methods

Role in the project:

< Back to Content
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Stakeholder Map 2
Connection
> Empty Template
Common goals:

Emotional connection:

What they do not tell each other:

Conflicts:

Hidden animosities:

Other facts:

< Back to Content

> Explore Methods
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Interview
Get to know the users

Benefit
Who is to be interviewed?

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

Description

The selection of a relevant interview partner is an important
process as we would like to interview relevant people. Also, it
is easier to get insights from interviewees who are outside the
mainstream. Their extreme perspective may help to uncover
hidden needs that would not be addressed by mainstream users.

Preparation

Categories of needs

A good interview should be structured with an introduction, a
middle section and an end. Also, the interviewer should prepare questions which work as a guideline but not as a fixed
path. Formulate open questions and use follow-up questions
to dig deeper.

Needs can be categorized in an interdependent dynamic system. Somewhat consecutive needs are physiological, social,
safety, and individual needs as well as the need for self-actualization. In order to ease the question process for the interviewee, ask through all the different categories of needs, like layers
of an onion, to get to the core:
• Initially, changes, preference or expectations
• Then the needs, gains, benefits, and requested features
• And finally, goals, values, and motives (emotions)

The method of a semi-structured qualitative interview gives
you the opportunity to get into direct contact with the individual users. You are able to immerse yourself into the thoughts
and problems of this user in order to identify expectations, certain needs or values of the user group.

< Back to Content

Difficulty level:
Material:
paper and pen or
recording device
template
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Interview
Get to know the users

What questions to ask?

Tips

There are different levels of questions to gain access to the different levels of needs:
• The meta level comprises the topics you would like to discuss.
• General questions function as an entry point into the interview.
• Experimental questions circle around the topic to ask about
incidents, stories, or experiences which are later translated into
obstacles and needs. Dig deeper if you discover contradiction.
• Specific questions may be used to ask about specific experiences connected to your research.
• Wish questions may be asked at the end of an interview. Try
to gain inspiration from their wishes but do not make them
produce solutions.

• Before beginning the actual interview, you should build up
trust and start with getting to know each other.
• The interview as a starting point helps to identify insights you
know you don’t know. During the interview, you may even
discover aspects you didn’t know you didn’t know. This in
part also depends on how well the interview is conducted
and how well the interview partner is selected.
• Prepare to divert from your original plan and follow the user’s
viewpoint.
• Don’t be afraid of silence during the interview. This may just
be a pause for the interviewee to think about a fitting response.
• Do not document the interview yourself but bring another
person or use a device to record the interview. Remember to
ask for permission if you choose to record anything.

The role of the interviewer and documentation
A qualitative interview should be conducted with two interviewers. It is vital to assume roles in the interview. The “best
friend” tries to empathize the most with the interviewee, trying to be as curious as possible. The “inspector” behaves as
neutral as possible during the interview, taking notes and observing body language. This distance helps to evaluate the
statements more critically later on. After the interview, the interviewers should exchange thoughts and note down the most
important aspects.
< Back to Content

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
paper and pen or
recording device
template
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Interview
Gerneral Questions
What does ... mean for you?
What do you associate with ...?

Experimental Questions
Everyday, positive, negative and
surprising experiences
Meta Level
Here is room for the meta-level
of the topic

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

Specific Questions
When did you ... the last time?
Wish Questions
What do you wish regarding...?

< Back to Content
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Interview
User:
What caught your eye
at once?

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

Key sentence?

Peculiarity?

Was honest about...?

< Back to Content
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Persona

Get a holistic impression of the user

Benefit

Tips

The Persona is a method used to identify all conditions connected to our potential user(s). A completely filled out persona template represents the complete synthesized knowledge
(profiles) about a specific fictional user. By creating different
personas, the team will be able to characterize the specific
needs, circumstances, joys, challenges, desires and passions of
users within a user group or across user groups to focus on further project goals.

• The best time for filling out personas is after having conducted a few interviews with potential users.
• If it is not possible to perform interviews use other sources
(e.g. literature research) as input for the Persona method.
• Some insights into a user written down on a persona will be
very important while others will play a minor role.
• The more time you take to fill out a persona, the more detailed it can be.
• Use the persona in later steps of the process to review your
solutions.
• Make your description lively yet concise.

Description
To fill out a persona template, the team has to imagine a fictional but typical user as a representative for a user group. For
each user group fill in a different persona template. In general, a persona is the essence of the interviews. This means all
the actual results from the interviews should be included in
the persona template categories. Countless categories can be
defined in the design thinking process, but see the exemplary
template below.

< Back to Content

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Templates
Marker
Sticky Notes
Pictures of fitting persons
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Persona
Name:
Age:
Job:

> Empty Template

Goals:

Sees:

Values:

Hears:

Motivation:

Thinks:

Is afraid of / Is angry about:

> Explore Methods

Is happy about / wishes for:

Says & Does:

< Back to Content
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User Motivation Analysis
Extract needs and obstacles from the collected data about the user

Benefit
This method is another tool to help extract needs and obstacles from the information about the user. Then, the user motivation analysis can provide more information for other DT
tools, like persona or for expressing the “How might we…?”
question.

Description
User motivation analysis pairs needs with corresponding obstacles by asking specific questions, as follows, that the team
must answer.
Needs
• What kind of appreciation does the user aim for? Who are
the relevant contacts to do this?
• How does the user measure appreciation?
• What kinds of things does the user like to spend time on?
• For what things does the user take responsibility?
• How does the user define success?

< Back to Content

Obstacles
• How is the user compensated for her efforts?
• Who or what controls the user?
• Under which circumstances does the user fulfill her tasks or
satisfy her needs?
• How autonomous is the user? What kind of support does she
get?
• What influence does she have?
The responses to these questions should be collected on
Template 1. After that, the team must consciously form pairs
of needs and corresponding obstacles on Template 2. In the
last step of this method, pairs are ranked and the strongest
need-obstacle pair is chosen simply by (dot-)voting or discussion within the team.

Tips

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Templates
Data from the interviews
Marker
Sticky Notes

• On Template 2, the team can rank the pairs beginning with
the strongest one while discussing which needs and obstacles belong together.
• Sticky notes make it easy to move your ideas (e.g. needs or
obstacles) around as you make pairs.
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User Motivation Analysis 1
Needs

Obstacles
> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

< Back to Content
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User Motivation Analysis 2
Pair
1

Needs

Obstacles
> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

2
3
4
5
6
< Back to Content
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Customer Journey
Shows processes and reveals improvements

Benefit

Tips

The customer journey shows unnecessary as well as missing
sub-processes and enables assessment of the user’s initial effort and mood. It also reveals which parts need improvement.

• Consider all contact types
• Use the persona template to put yourself into the position of
the user group(s).
• Clarify the contact points or emotions with simple sketches.
• You may also consider background processes if necessary.

Description
In order to shed light on the implementation of the challenge
from a purely customer perspective, the journey is presented
chronologically based on the contact points (see template). To
fill in the template, list contact points between your user group
and the product in the service process. In the next steps, examine which actions the customer has to perform and how she
feels about them. Finally, consider where there is room for improvement. The whole process is divided up in before, during,
and after the customer journey.

< Back to Content

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Templates
Marker
Stick Notes
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Customer Journey
user group: 																	description:
Customer
journey
map

process
before

during

after

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

Contact points
User action
Feelings
Thoughts

Emotions

Actions for improvement

< Back to Content
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Value Proposition Canvas
Identify the needs of the user

Benefit

Tips

This method is used to identify the needs of your user groups
and analyses the benefit or added value that a customer associates with this service.

• When evaluating the utility of the new idea, the focus should
be on both rational and emotional aspects.
• Think problem-oriented and do not focus too much on your
new idea.

Description
The Value Proposition Canvas describes to what extent products, ideas, and services can solve the customer/user’s problem. Each user group will require separate templates. For example, when a team is working on a complex project, focus not
only on the end user but also on the other relevant players/
agents or networks.

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Templates
Marker
Sticky Notes

First, the needs of the customer/user must be met by describing an idea that tackles these needs. Describing related ideas
will reveal the expectable “gains and pains” that come along
with that task. These gains and pains are to be collected in the
template. You may have a look at previous solutions to compare the gains and pains of the possible solutions.

< Back to Content
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Value Proposition Canvas
Project

internship &
soft skills app

Idea

• app that
supports
students
searching for
internships
& soft skills
courses
• in general
offering
services for
students

< Back to Content

Gain creators

• optimizing daily
student life
• support
pragmatic
approaches
• networking
Pain relievers

• REDUCING
BARRIERS TO
FIND A SUITABLE
INTERNSHIP
• EASY ACCESS
TO SOFT SKILL
COURSES

User (group)

students
(companies)

Gains

• saving time
• getting an
overview
• it’s free
• get to know other
students with the
same mindset
Pains

• extensive searches for
internships
• having little contact
with other students
• studying theoretical
knowledge is boring
• teachers

Job-to-be-done

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

• develop the app
• find an app
developer
• find third party
funding
• build and
maintain company
database
• build and
maintain soft
skill course
database
• advertise &
evaluate the app
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How might we... to solve...
Connect the challenge, the user, and a possible solution

Benefit

Tips

This method connects knowledge about the user and the challenges to produce several problem hypotheses, one for each
scenario (several user groups, several problems).

• You can produce suitable and innovative solutions that lead
to the next step in the Design Thinking iteration: the creative
phase.
• The question should be difficult to respond to. The tension
felt here is important and good.

Description
In preparation for the “How might we” question, gather information about the user, technologies, markets, and/or trends.
The “How might we” question describes a user need that is still
unsolved according to your research. Define which challenge
you would like to work with for each user group.
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> Explore Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Large Sticky Notes
Marker
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Create
Brain Storming

Collect as many ideas and associations as possible

Brain Writing

Generate a high number of ideas within minutes

Kill your Idea

Expose weak points of your idea

Interview

Test your idea with the user / Refine your idea

Matrix Scale
Rank your ideas

Send a Postcard

Explain the issue with simple words
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Brain Storming

Collect as many ideas and associations as possible

Benefit
“Brain storming” is a Design Thinking tool that activates the
creative process, fosters free associations with certain rules,
and helps the team to explore solutions beyond the known
and unusual that otherwise would never have been found. In
addition, a lot of ideas are developed in a brain storming session. These have to get out of your head to make more room
for new, unconventional ideas.

Description
Use the “How might we” question from the EXPLORE module
to brainstorm. Write the question in big letters in the middle of
your brain storming wall. On a single sticky note, write or draw
each idea that your team produces in an established time period and arrange these ideas around the “How might we” question.
There are some rules that make it easier to use the brain storm
tool successfully:

• Feel free to modify ideas from others.
• Visualize as many ideas as possible because sketches and
stick figures are inspiring.
An independent facilitator who ensures that all the rules are
followed and that every team member has a say could be
helpful. After all the ideas are collected on sticky notes, cluster
them by topic.

Tips

> Create Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Marker
Sticky Notes

• You may use different perspectives for different brain storming rounds, such as realistic, innocent, evil, or efficient.
• All templates that had been filled out in the EXPLORE phase
can be used as a basis for brain storming.
• Try brain storming standing up. Some people feel that sitting
means input while standing means output.
• When a cluster gets too extensive, create subdivisions.

• No criticism is allowed. It will take too much time and potentially exciting ideas may be blocked.
• Develop as many “stupid” and “crazy” ideas as possible to extend your range of possibilities.
< Back to Content
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Brain Storming

Step 1: develop as many ideas as possible

How might we question
in bold big letters

Step 2: Cluster!
< Back to Content
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Brain Storming

> Create Methods

*Step 2 after Clustering
< Back to Content
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Brain Writing

Generate a high number of ideas within minutes

Benefit

Tip

The brain writing tool is an improved and more efficient approach to traditional Brain Storming. It generates many ideas
within a few minutes. Even with many participants, it guarantees that every participant, including the introverts, will deliver the same number of ideas. Without ownership of ideas, the
best ideas can be better selected.

The results of the brain writing improve and the ideas become
more diversified with more participants. In contrast, traditional
oral brain storming gets more chaotic with bigger groups.

Description
The first part of the brain writing happens in silence. Each participant gets three templates, on each of which there are six
open boxes for ideas. Each person writes one idea in the first
box of each template and hands the template to the next person in a clockwise manner. Then, you read your neighbor’s
ideas for inspiration to further develop them and write down
a next, adapted idea. This process is repeated until each participant has contributed to the development of each template.
Collect and redistribute the templates so the ideas can be analyzed more anonymously to choose the best ideas to be presented to the team.
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> Empty Template
> Create Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Pencil
Templates
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Brain Writing
#1

#2
FIND A VOLLEYBALL
TEAM AND TRAIN
HARD TO BECOME A
FIRST TEAM PLAYER

BEING ON THE UNIVERSITY
VOLLEYBALL TEAM

#6

#3

#5

BEING ON A
VOLLEYBALL TEAM
COULD HELP TO
DEVELOP SOCIAL
STATUS, IMPROVE
HEALTH CONDITIONS,
HAVE A LIFE

> Empty Template
> Create Methods

#4
...
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Brain Writing
BECOMING A
REPRESENTATIVE OF
STUDENTS

UNIVERSITY VOLLEYBALL
TEAM

ENHANCING THE
CURRICULUM

COMPANY
INTERNSHIPS

> Empty Template
> Create Methods
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Kill your Idea
Expose weak points of the idea

Benefit

Tip

Using this tool, the team takes an outside perspective to expose vulnerabilities or weaknesses of the idea. A playful approach helps the team to break down barriers to consider
worst case scenarios that you may not think about otherwise to
improve your idea in unexpected ways.

Attacking your own idea can be a lot of fun and should not be
taken too seriously. We do not want any trouble on the team!

Description
In order to tune in to the negative reflection of our idea, we
destroy it by filling out template 1. For that we take a look at
possible opponents of our idea as well as the negative aspects
that come along with it. In a second step we focus on a worst
case scenario by filling out template 2. It helps to focus on what
can happen if everything goes wrong. By filling out template
3 we already have the worst case scenario in our mind and we
can concentrate in the positive aspects and wishes regarding
our idea. The best case scenario is a perfect starting point for
proceeding to a concrete imagination of our idea or the situation around.
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> Empty Template
> Create Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Templates
Marker
Sticky Notes
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Kill your Idea 1: Idea Destruction
Who are potential opponents?

Then our idea is worth nothing, because...
> Empty Template
> Create Methods

Our Idea falls apart when our opponent
manages to...
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What is our strategy, when this scenario occurs?

51

Kill your Idea 2: Worst Case Scenario
What must happen so that:
> The users complain

What must happen so that:
> Our idea fails

What must happen so that:
> No one wants to use our
idea anymore

> Empty Template
> Create Methods
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Kill your Idea 3: Best Case Scenario
What must happen so that:
> The users are satisfied

What must happen so that:
> Our idea becomes a full
success

What must happen so that:
> everyone wants to use our
idea

> Empty Template
> Create Methods
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Interview

Test your idea with the user / Refine your idea

Benefit
The method of a semi-structured qualitative interview gives
you the opportunity to get into direct contact with the individual users. You are able to immerse yourself into the thoughts
and problems of this user in order to identify expectations, certain needs or values of the user group. Different to the interview method in the explore phase you may use the interview
tool in the create phase to refine your ideas and adjust them
to the needs of the interviewed users. Hence the first template
should be updated regarding the questions.

Description
Preparation
A good interview should be structured with an introduction, a
middle section and an end. Also, the interviewer should prepare questions which work as a guideline but not as a fixed
path. Formulate open questions and use follow-up questions
to dig deeper.

< Back to Content

Who is to be interviewed?

> Empty Template

The selection of a relevant interview partner is an important
process as we would like to interview relevant people. Also, it
is easier to get insights from interviewees who are outside the
mainstream. Their extreme perspective may help to uncover
hidden needs that would not be addressed by mainstream users.

> Create Methods

Categories of needs
Needs can be categorized in an interdependent dynamic system. Somewhat consecutive needs are physiological, social,
safety, and individual needs as well as the need for self-actualization. In order to ease the question process for the interviewee, ask through all the different categories of needs, like layers
of an onion, to get to the core:
• Initially, changes, preference or expectations
• Then the needs, gains, benefits, and requested features
• And finally, goals, values, and motives (emotions)

Difficulty level:
Material:
paper and pen or
recording device
template
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Interview

Test your idea with the user / Refine your idea
What questions to ask?
There are different levels of questions to gain access to the different levels of needs:
• The meta level comprises the topics you would like to discuss.
• General questions function as an entry point into the interview.
• Experimental questions circle around the topic to ask about
incidents, stories, or experiences which are later translated
into obstacles and needs. Dig deeper if you discover contradiction.
• Specific questions may be used to ask about specific experiences connected to your research.
• Wish questions may be asked at the end of an interview. Try
to gain inspiration from their wishes but do not make them
produce solutions.
The role of the interviewer and documentation
A qualitative interview should be conducted with two interviewers. It is vital to assume roles in the interview. The “best
friend” tries to empathize the most with the interviewee, trying to be as curious as possible. The “inspector” behaves as
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neutral as possible during the interview, taking notes and observing body language. This distance helps to evaluate the
statements more critically later on. After the interview, the interviewers should exchange thoughts and note down the most
important aspects.

Tips
• Before beginning the actual interview, you should build up
trust and start with getting to know each other.
• The interview as a starting point helps to identify insights you
know you don’t know. During the interview, you may even
discover aspects you didn’t know you didn’t know. This in
part also depends on how well the interview is conducted
and how well the interview partner is selected.
• Prepare to divert from your original plan and follow the user’s
viewpoint.
• Don’t be afraid of silence during the interview. This may just
be a pause for the interviewee to think about a fitting response.
• Do not document the interview yourself but bring another
person or use a device to record the interview. Remember to
ask for permission if you choose to record anything.

> Empty Template
> Create Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
paper and pen or
recording device
template
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Interview
Gerneral Questions
What does ... mean for you?
What do you associate with ...?

Experimental Questions
Everyday, positive, negative and
surprising experiences
Meta Level
Here is room for the meta-level
of the topic

> Empty Template
> Create Methods

Specific Questions
When did you ... the last time?
Wish Questions
What do you wish regarding...?
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Interview
User:
What caught your eye
at once?

> Empty Template
> Explore Methods

Key sentence?

Peculiarity?

Was honest about...?
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Matrix Scale
Rank your ideas.

Benefit
Matrix Scale can be applied when you have a certain numbers
of solutions that need to be ranked according to certain criteria. This methods helps you to make a selection.

Description
To rank ideas, apply three different criteria: user value (How big
is the impact for the user group?), scalability (To how many (different) user groups can this solution be useful?), and feasibility
(How quick and easy can you realize this solution?). We use our
intuition to rank the ideas. The first ranked idea will have the
highest points for low feasibility (hammer and nail) and best
user value (shark attack). The second will have the most points
on average. The third will have the best user value and the
highest scalability (climate change).
Possible other dimensions in a matrix are:
• Competency: refers to how the idea/ product will compete in
a market
• Cost: refers to the cost required to adopt the new idea
• Viability: determines if the idea is applicable in real life
• Desirability: refers to how the consumer will accept and interact with the idea
< Back to Content

• Alignment: refers to how the idea aligns with the concept of
the organization
To rate the criteria, sort them according to importance and assign numbers - the lowest number represents the least important the highest number the most important criteria. The criteria
rating of each idea is then multiplied with the respective criteria score. The results are then added to give the overall score
of the idea.

Tips

> Empty Template
> Create Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Sticky Notes
Marker
Template

• If you feel like you should include other criteria or split up criteria do not hesitate to do so.
• The three top ranked ideas are prototyped in the following
steps.
• If there is still time in the process, you can test ideas that did
not make the final list.
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Matrix Scale
User Value:

skills lab idea

2nd idea 3rd idea

Midge
Bite

Shark
attack

> Empty Template
> Create Methods

Scalability:

Robinson
Crusoe

Feasibility:

Jet
engine

Climate
Change

Hammer
and nail

1
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Send a Postcard
Explain the issue with simple words

Benefit

Tips

This method is used to identify the essentials of the idea. Additionally, you can consider a view from outside of your team.

• A postcard emphasizes that the message should be short
and clear.
• Do not use specific terminology but explain the plan in accessible terms.
• Do not include too many details.

Description
Writing postcards is something that almost everyone on the
team has probably done. Briefly describe the relevant content
of the previous steps in the process using simple language
without too much complication so that anyone can understand
the complex process, the goal of the challenge and what you
have done so far. The essential points should be summarized
as bullet points and/or communicated in just a few lines. Firstly,
everyone in the team may start with a postcard of his/her own.
Secondly, the team may synthesize one postcard out of the different produced postcards.
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> Empty Template
> Create Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Post cards
Pencil
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Send a Postcard
Hello,
I am part of a group of teachers who are thinking about how to improve
the students’ practical skills. We realized that studying theoretical knowledge at universities is not sufficient but we need to enable students to train
their practical real life knowledge. So we thought about a platform for the
university where students can exchange knowledge e.g. about internships,
get mentoring or be trained in soft skills like digital tools, creativity, social
skills, working in groups or with people from different backgrounds as well
as leadership competency.

> Empty Template
> Create Methods

Yours, ...
< Back to Content
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Prototyping
What is a prototype?
What does a prototype look like?
Papercraft
Lego
Storyboard
Video
Wireframing

< Back to Content
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What is a prototype?

> Prototype Methods

< Back to Content
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What does a prototype look like?

> Prototype Methods

< Back to Content
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Prototype: Papercraft
Easiest way to create a prototype

Benefit
You may use this quick and cheap solution to make a first
model.

Description
The idea is presented as a 2D or 3D model. A 2D model is
usually represented as phases. A 3D model is mostly used as
a scene to represent processes. It can be helpful to start with
idea sketches of your papercraft.
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> Prototype Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
paper
cardboard
styrofoam
cold foam
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Prototype: Papercraft

> Prototype Methods
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Prototype: LEGO
Build a prototype of a system quickly

Benefit
You can use Lego to quickly construct and again reconstruct a
prototype. It works well with a model or a process and is very
tangible.

> Prototype Methods

Description

Difficulty level:

The Lego prototyping offers the possibility to quickly and playfully build prototypes or go through processes. Active modeling makes processes comprehensible. It also encourages
creativity and innovation by “playing” with hands, improving
communication through the Lego scenarios, incorporating the
knowledge and experience of all team members and promoting a common understanding of the issues.
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Material:
Lego-bricks
Lego-plates
Lego-characters
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Prototype: LEGO

> Prototype Methods
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Prototype: Storyboard
Design the user experience with image and text in a story

Benefit
Use this to create descriptions and find loopholes and logical
errors in your solution. You may use the storyboard as a script
and voting material for a video production.

> Prototype Methods

Description

Difficulty level:

A storyboard is a sequential description of scenes in text
and image on different levels of detail and style. From rough
sketches to scene photos, anything is possible. Comic balloons, full scene descriptions or production instructions can
also be added.
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Material:
pen
pencil
marker
paper
cardboard
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Prototype: Storyboard

> Prototype Methods
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Prototype: Video
Build a video to present your solution easily

Benefit
Use this to present an idea across different scenes with sound
to tell the story.

Description
A video is an optimal prototyping tool for early project phases.
You can show scenes with several locations and different users.
The sound or voice additionally transports information about
the idea. A video can be distributed quickly and generates fast
feedback.
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> Prototype Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
smartphone
computer or tablet
audio dubbing or
animation software
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Prototype: Video

> Prototype Methods
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Prototype: Wireframing
Design the information flow digitally

Benefit
Use this to make the first interactive presentation of an app or
website.

Description

Wireframing is a state-of-the-art method in the IT development
process. All content components and interaction elements of
an app are roughly represented. Wireframing is available from
first sketches to fully designed prototypes that are used as a
guideline for development and usability testing.

Tips

• Choose the prototyping method according to available time
budget and your technological and technical skills
• Starting with a simple wireframe you may add more features
to build a mockup
• Be careful to respect video, music, and image rights.
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> Prototype Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
pen
pencil
marker
paper
cardboard
wireframing software
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Prototype: Wireframing

> Prototype Methods
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Evaluate
Test Grid Planning

Test the prototype and assess the results

Interview

Test your prototype

Brain Storming

Collect as many ideas and associations as possible

How might we... to solve…
Reframe/specify the challenge
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Test Grid Planning
Test the prototype and assess the results

Benefit

Tip

Depending on which aspects the team wants to focus on in the
evaluation, a modified test grid framework can be created. The
Test Grid is filled out while the team is observing the users. Initiate the next iteration step based on the observations and resulting conclusions.

• Ideas can be tested best in an authentic environment where
the subjects are as little aware as possible that they are being
watched, but its also possible to test them in an artificial “lab”
situation.

Description

The typical course to test our ideas and prototypes consists of
preparation, execution in a field test and evaluation. As a first
step we have to find test users that are willing to try out the
idea in their natural environment. This means for the team it
has to venture out into unknown territory. While the users test
the prototype the team can observe them. Afterwards or meanwhile the users can be questioned about their experiences. In
the template you can fill out in the top fields what they liked
and what they criticized. The bottom fields in the template are
reserved for new ideas that come along while observing the
interaction of the users with the prototype as well as new problems that have not been noticed before. In a last step the team
has to evaluate the individual fields and as a result modify the
idea and prototype.
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> Empty Template
> Evaluate Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Template
Marker
Sticky Notes
The prototype
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Test Grid Planning
What was
good?

What was
bad?
> Empty Template
> Evaluate Methods

New ideas?
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New problems?
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Interview
Test your prototype

Benefit
The method of a semi-structured qualitative interview gives
you the opportunity to get into direct contact with the individual uses. You are able to immerse yourself into the thoughts and
problems of this user in order to identify expectations, certain
needs or values of the user group. The interview method in the
evaluation phase is used to gain insight from the users regarding the benefits of the prototype. Please adjust the questions
in the first template to the situation accordingly.

Who is to be interviewed?

> Empty Template

The selection of a relevant interview partner is an important
process as we would like to interview relevant people. Also, it
is easier to get insights from interviewees who are outside the
mainstream. Their extreme perspective may help to uncover
hidden needs that would not be addressed by mainstream users.

> Evaluate Methods

Description

Categories of needs

Preparation
A good interview should be structured with an introduction, a
middle section and an end. Also, the interviewer should prepare questions which work as a guideline but not as a fixed
path. Formulate open questions and use follow-up questions
to dig deeper.
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Needs can be categorized in an interdependent dynamic system. Somewhat consecutive needs are physiological, social,
safety, and individual needs as well as the need for self-actualization. In order to ease the question process for the interviewee, ask through all the different categories of needs, like layers
of an onion, to get to the core:
• Initially, changes, preference or expectations
• Then the needs, gains, benefits, and requested features
• And finally, goals, values, and motives (emotions)

Difficulty level:
Material:
paper and pen or
recording device
template
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Interview
Test your prototype

What questions to ask?
There are different levels of questions to gain access to the different levels of needs:
• The meta level comprises the topics you would like to discuss.
• General questions function as an entry point into the interview.
• Experimental questions circle around the topic to ask about
incidents, stories, or experiences which are later translated
into obstacles and needs. Dig deeper if you discover contradiction.
• Specific questions may be used to ask about specific experiences connected to your research.
• Wish questions may be asked at the end of an interview. Try
to gain inspiration from their wishes but do not make them
produce solutions.
The role of the interviewer and documentation

Tips
• Before beginning the actual interview, you should build up
trust and start with getting to know each other.
• The interview as a starting point helps to identify insights you
know you don’t know. During the interview, you may even
discover aspects you didn’t know you didn’t know. This in
part also depends on how well the interview is conducted
and how well the interview partner is selected.
• Prepare to divert from your original plan and follow the user’s
viewpoint.
• Don’t be afraid of silence during the interview. This may just
be a pause for the interviewee to think about a fitting response.
• Do not document the interview yourself but bring another
person or use a device to record the interview. Remember to
ask for permission if you choose to record anything.

> Empty Template
> Evaluate Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
paper and pen or
recording device
template

A qualitative interview should be conducted with two interviewers. It is vital to assume roles in the interview. The “best
friend” tries to empathize the most with the interviewee, trying to be as curious as possible. The “inspector” behaves as
neutral as possible during the interview, taking notes and observing body language. This distance helps to evaluate the
statements more critically later on. After the interview, the interviewers should exchange thoughts and note down the most
important aspects.
< Back to Content
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Interview
Gerneral Questions
What does ... mean for you?
What do you associate with ...?

Experimental Questions
Everyday, positive, negative and
surprising experiences
Meta Level
Here is room for the meta-level
of the topic

> Empty Template
> Evaluate Methods

Specific Questions
When did you ... the last time?
Wish Questions
What do you wish regarding...?
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Interview
User:
What caught your eye
at once?

> Empty Template
> Evaluate Methods

Key sentence?

Peculiarity?

Was honest about...?
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Brain Storming

Collect as many ideas and associations as possible

Benefit
“Brain storming” is a Design Thinking tool that activates the
creative process, fosters free associations with certain rules,
and helps the team to explore solutions beyond the known
and unusual that otherwise would never have been found. In
addition, a lot of ideas are developed in a brain storming session. These have to get out of your head to make more room
for new, unconventional ideas. In the evaluation phase the
brain storming is used to update ideas and prototypes according the test grid planning. Also, you may return to the create
phase and reiterate several processes in order to adapt and refine your ideas and prototypes.

Description
Use the “How might we” question from the EXPLORE module
to brainstorm. Write the question in big letters in the middle of
your brain storming wall. On a single sticky note, write or draw
each idea that your team produces in an established time period and arrange these ideas around the “How might we” question.
There are some rules that make it easier to use the brain storm
tool successfully:
< Back to Content

• No criticism is allowed. It will take too much time and potentially exciting ideas may be blocked.
• Develop as many “stupid” and “crazy” ideas as possible to extend your range of possibilities.
• Feel free to modify ideas from others.
• Visualize as many ideas as possible because sketches and
stick figures are inspiring.
An independent facilitator who ensures that all the rules are
followed and that every team member has a say could be
helpful. After all the ideas are collected on sticky notes, cluster
them by topic.

> Evaluate Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Marker
Sticky Notes

Tips
• You may use different perspectives for different brain storming rounds, such as realistic, innocent, evil, or efficient.
• All templates that had been filled out in the EXPLORE phase
can be used as a basis for brain storming.
• Try brain storming standing up. Some people feel that sitting
means input while standing means output.
• When a cluster gets too extensive, create subdivisions.
82

Brain Storming

> Evaluate Methods

Step 1: develop as many ideas as possible

How might we question
in bold big letters

Step 2: Cluster!
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How might we... to solve...
Reframe/specify the challenge

Benefit

Tips

This method connects knowledge about the user and the prototype to produce several problem hypotheses, one for each
scenario (several user groups, several problems). In the evaluation phase the “how might we” method may be a starting point
for a reiteration process introducing you to a new create process.

• You can produce suitable and innovative solutions that lead
to the next step in the Design Thinking.
• The question is difficult to respond to. The tension felt here is
important and good.

Description
In preparation for the “How might we” question, gather information about the evaluation and if needed further information
about technologies, markets and/or trends. The “How might
we” question describes a user unmet need that is still unsolved
according to your evaluation.
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> Evaluate Methods
Difficulty level:
Material:
Large sticky notes
Marker
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Empty Templates
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Research Mindmap 1

Research Mindmap 2

solution for user groups without the previous obstacles?”

Research Mindmap 3

Who? What? How? Why?

Who?

What?

How?

Why?

Who is acting as a user?

What exactly is the user
doing?

How does the person do it?
How does the user proceed?

Why does the person do this?
In what ways is the user motivated?
How is the user driven?

Stakeholder Map 1

Stakeholder Map 2

Interview

Interview

Persona

User Motivation Analysis 1

User Motivation Analysis 2

Customer Journey

Value Proposition Canvas

Brain Writing

KYI 1: Idea Destruction

KYI 2: Worst Case Scenario

KYI 3: Best Case Scenario

Interview

Interview

Matrix Scale

Send a Postcard

Test Grid Planning

What was

What was

good?

bad?

New ideas?

New problems?

Gerneral Questions

Experimental Questions

What does ... mean for you?
What do you associate with ...?

Everyday, positive, negative and
surprising experiences

Meta Level

Here is room for the meta-level
of the topic

Specific Questions

Interview

When did you ... the last time?

Wish Questions

What do you wish regarding...?

User:
What caught your eye
at once?

Key sentence?

Interview

Peculiarity?

Was honest about...?

Agenda Examples
1-day DT.Shop

at IPG Guarda, Portugal

Introduction
enge with
l
l
a
h
c
e
h
t
g
n
yi
if
Clar
storytelling

Personas
User Motivation Analysis
How might we?
Brainwriting
Send a postcard

Prototype creation

Peer review
Test grid planning
Reflection
Source: DT.Shop on 11./12.10.2018
at Instituto Politécnico da Guarda, Portugal

1-day DT.Shop

1-day DT.Shop

1-day DT.Shop

at BCU, UK

at UMCS Lublin, Poland

Introduction

Introduction

Personas given as input
Customer Journey

Who? What? How? Why?
Personas

Who? What? How? Why?
Personas

Brainstorming
Brainwriting
Group presentation

Brainstorming
Brainwriting
Send a postcard
Group presentation

Brainstorming
Brainwriting
Matrix Scale
Group presentation

Prototype creation

Prototype creation

Prototype creation

Peer review / Testin
g

Group presentation

Group presentation

Reflection

Reflection

Dynamic Refinement
Group presentation

Source: DT.Shop on 14./15.11.2018
at UMCS Lublin, Poland

at UEBA Bratislava, Slovakia
Introduction

Source: DT.Shop on 12.10.2018
at UEBA Bratislava, Slovakia

Reflection
Source: DT.Shop on 17.11.2018
at Birmingham City University, UK
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Agenda Examples
1.5-day DT.Shop

2.5-day DT.Shop

4-days DT.Shop

Introduction

Introduction

Introduction

Interview
User Motivation Analysis
Personas
How might we?

Research Mindmap
(as homework preparation)
Stakeholder Map
INterview
User motivation analysis
how might we?
group presentation

at TU Dresden, Germany

at TU Dresden, Germany

1 day

Brainstorming
Brainwriting
Send a postcard

Brainstorming
brainwriting
kill your idea
send a postcard

Prototype creation

Reflection
Source: DT.Shop on 25./26.06.2019
at Technische Universität Dresden, Germany

1/2 day

at TU Dresden, Germany

1 day

1 day

Prototype
group presentation

Test grid planning
interview
group presentation

1/2 day

Who? What? How? Why?
Interview
Personas
How might we...?

1/2 day

1 day

Brainstorming
Brainwriting
Matrix Scale
Send a postcard
Group presentation

1 day

Prototype creation

1 day

Testing
Group presentation

1/2 day

Reflection

Reflection
Source: Global Service Jam Dresden 2018
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